AAVEG

The first years’ feel slightly left out from the activities of the Institute and feel the need to have a platform to showcase their talents and gel up well with each other. This gave birth to the idea of AAVEG- An exclusive first years’ sports and cultural bonanza.

AAVEG helps in making freshers feel more confident themselves realising their hidden potentials and a fraternizing bond cutting across all regions of the country. This also helps the students to get to know about the various clubs in the Institute and later be a part of them.

AAVEG consists of the following events:

1. Scavenger hunt
2. Computer gaming
3. Mehendi design
4. Photography and movie making
5. Sports like basketball, football, volleyball and cricket etc.
6. Chess and table tennis
7. Solo and band performances
8. Group and solo dances
9. Literary events

This is organised as an inter-hostel competition by the freshers themselves where they come up enthusiastically to win laurels for their hostels and cheer those who are participating. The festival witnesses a grand finish with best of its performances showcased on valedictory function and one hostel emerging as the winner.

This year AAVEG is going to get bigger and better. There will be a lot more exciting events and competitions in this edition. AAVEG 2015 IS WAITING FOR YOU....!!!!